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1. ABOUT AI.DIELMO
AI.dielmo, has been developed by DIELMO 3D with the aim of making more efficient the detection of
objects in images by using Artificial Intelligence (AI), and perform actions on the detected objects,
such as cropping the images with different parameters, selecting the best image among several with
the same object, or simply counting the number of objects in the image.
The development of this software has been funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Digital Transformation.
Call: Promotion of Digital Enabling Technologies.
Beneficiary: Dielmo 3D, S.L.
File no.: TSI- 100909-2019-47
Project: Analysis of the application of Deep Learning for the resolution of geospatial problems related
to the territory.

AI.Dielmo is divided into two separate components:
1. The visual interface, (task controller, UI App).
It allows you to queue, stop, pause and consult the task history. (See manual for visual
interface version).
2. The command line (task queueing, batchqueue)
The command line has been conceived to queue tasks to be performed by the UI App
application. The task will remain queued indefinitely until the UI App is started and the
enqueueing of tasks is activated (by default) (see manual visual interface version).
This manual covers the use of the first component: AI.Dielmo UI App.
To integrate into your company's workflows, if applicable, the command line interface will be used,
which is documented in a separate manual.
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2. INSTALLATION
The software is distributed via an executable installer for Windows, which can be downloaded from
the website https://ai.dielmo.com/
When installed, the program is not licensed for the Premium version, and behaves as a Demo version,
and therefore has a number of limitations. In particular, the number of objects detected is limited to
500 every 24 hours.
Through the application itself, you can purchase a Premium license without limitations.
2.1.

REQUIREMENTS

Artificial Intelligence applications require powerful machines for their execution, however, a great
effort has been made to minimize the necessary resources and, at least, be able to test the
environment with common machines.
We recommend a machine with at least 8GB RAM, Intel Core I7, for a decent performance.
If better performance is desired, for production environments, the machine should have a GPU
recommended 11GB of RAM, and have CUDA drivers installed which can be downloaded from
https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads.
With GPU accelerator graphics cards (GPUs) you can get up to 20 times faster processing times.

Requirements
Minimum
Recommended

CPU
Intel Core I5
Intel Core I9
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RAM
8GB
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3. Basic concepts
3.1.

JOB

The application uses the job as the unit of work. A job will have a directory or file with the input data,
a directory or file with the results, and an artificial intelligence model trained to detect objects.
Advanced Parameters: Through the advanced parameters window you can configure certain
parameters of the job to modify their behavior.
While a job is running, no other jobs can be executed until the current one is finished. However,
another one can be queued, and once the current finishes, it will start automatically, unless the
queue is paused/disabled.
3.2.

HISTORY

Every job is recorded in the history tab. The history tab allows you to monitor the status of all the jobs
that have been executed, allowing you to repeat one that has been executed (clone) and to change its
basic and advanced parameters. The job history can be cleared when required. Initially, after
installation, the job history is blank.
3.3.

OUTPUT

MESSAGES

The progress of a task can be tracked using the Output tab. Otherwise, the history of messages issued
by the application can be obtained using the Console Output button.
3.4.

LAUNCH JOB

A job type is selected, its basic parameters are filled in, optionally advanced parameters can be
configured, and it is queued for execution with the Launch Job button. At that moment it will be
queued for execution. When the currently running job is finished, or immediately if there is no
currently running job, the job will start.
The available job types are:
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3.5.

STOP AND CONTINUE

It is possible to stop a job, close the application, or shut down the machine during its execution if
desired, and resume it later. The state of the job is persisted during its execution after each step so
that when the job is continued the images that have already been processed are not reprocessed.
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4. Interface
4.1.

MAIN WINDOW

The main screen of the software shows several elements, below each image the function of each
element is summarized.

History tab.

1. Job selector, you can find the following tasks:
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a. “Draw detections in image”. This task takes the list of images in the input folder and
saves them in the output by adding a frame with the electrical tower detections
made in each image.
b. “Blur detections in image”. This task takes the list of images in the input folder and
saves them in the output, blurring the part of the image where the object detections
are located. This does not make sense in the case of electrical towers, but it would be
useful for blurring faces or license plates if the corresponding model trained to detect
such objects is put as input.
c. “Crop best detected object to new image”. This task takes the list of images in the
input folder and saves the cropped images with the electrical tower (or the object for
which the input model has been trained) that is considered predominant in the
image.) For example, if more than one electrical tower is detected in the image, the
one that is larger and centered in the input image will be cropped.
d. “Draw detections in video”. It does the same as "Draw detections in image" but with
one video input and one video output.
e. “Blur detections in video”. It does the same as "Blur detections in image" but with
one video input and one video output.

2. Delete history, to delete the records from the task list.
3. Console output, to view the application log.
4. List of performed tasks.
5. Task status identification icon.
6. Button to clone tasks, the tasks can be cloned directly selecting them in the list of realized
tasks, being able to modify the configuration of this one.
7. Button to stop the task, this button forces the stop of the task in progress, being able to
resume it later.
8. Button to continue the task, allows the continuation of a previously stopped task.

.
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Job queue tab.

1. List of queued tasks.
2. Enable/disable the processing of queued tasks.

Illustration 1

1. Task log panel, to view the log of the selected task.
2. Copy the log to the clipboard.
3. Automatic scrolling of the log.
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4.2.

WINDOW TO LAUNCH A JOB

In the window for launching a job, we can see the following sections.

Window to launch a job

1. Advanced parameters button, to display the advanced parameters.
2. Button to launch the job, once all the configurations have been reviewed.
3. Depending on the type of task to be performed, directory or input video.
4. Depending on the type of task to perform, directory, or name of the output video.
5. “.dmod" file (trained model) to be used for the job. Depending on the selected model, the
task will detect some objects or others. If the model is prepared for object detection by
boxes, the detections will be performed by boxes. If the model is prepared for mask
detection, the detections will be performed by masks and boxes.
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Advanced parameters window.

Window with advanced parameters, the parameters are detailed below depending on the task to be
performed.

5. JOB TYPES
5.1.

DRAW DETECTIONS IN IMAGE.

This task is used to detect objects in an image, outline them and add a label of the detected object
class.
In the input parameters it is expected:
1. Input directory, where the images on which the detection is to be performed are located.
2. Output directory, where the result of the detections will be saved.
3. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
4. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections performed by the AI model.
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Only detections with a confidence higher than the one set in this parameter will be used for the
rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous detections
in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be evaluated,
this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Number of threads: The number of parallel threads of execution.
2. Packet processing size: The number of images that are processed in each parallel thread.
3. Stroke size: The thickness in pixels of the detection contour.
4. Buffer width: Percentage of horizontal enlargement on the detection performed with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection width. This is used to avoid marking
the detection at the limit of the object and to give a margin.
5. Buffer height: Percentage of vertical magnification over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated based on the height of the detection. This is used to avoid marking
the detection at the limit of the object and to give a margin.
6. Merge type: type of merging of overlapping objects of the same class, more details in the
merge section.
7. Merge intersection: Percentage of intersection by which the detections will be merged, more
details in the merge section.
8. Laplacian threshold: Quality threshold for an image to be processed.
This value allows you to filter out-of-focus images.
The default value is 100, it is appropriate to perform several tests to determine which value
best suits the type of images evaluated.
If the value of this parameter is 0, the threshold is not applied.
The method we use to determine the quality of an image is the Laplacian operator, which
allows us to obtain a mathematical parameter of image sharpness by studying the edges of
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objects. Thus a poorly focused image will have a lower Laplacian value than one in which the
edges are clearly distinguishable.
1. Process by parts: This option allows processing the image by parts, intended for very large
images.
2. Window Width: Measure in pixels of the width of the frame, when processing by parts.
3. Window Height: Measure in pixels of the height of the frame, when processing by parts.
4. Overlap Windows: Measurement in pixels, when processed in parts.
Detection example:

5.2.

BLUR DETECTIONS IN IMAGE.

This task is used to blur objects in an image.
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In the input parameters it is expected:
1. Input directory, where the images on which the detection is to be performed are located.
2. Output directory, where the detection result will be saved.
3. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
4. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections performed by the AI model.
Only detections with a confidence higher than the one set in this parameter will be used for
the rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous
detections in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be
evaluated, this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
5. Blur factor: The blur factor to be used, the higher the number the more blur.
In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Number of threads: The number of parallel threads of execution.
2. Packet processing size: The number of images that are processed in each parallel thread.
3. Buffer width: Percentage of horizontal enlargement over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection width. It is used to magnify the faded
area around the detection.
4. Buffer height: Percentage of vertical magnification over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection height. It is used to magnify the faded
area around the detection.
5. Merge type: type of merging of overlapping objects of the same class, more details in the
merge section.
6. Merge intersection: Percentage of intersection by which the detections will be merged, more
details in the merge section.
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7. Laplacian threshold: Quality threshold for an image to be processed.
This value allows you to filter out-of-focus images.
The default value is 100, it is appropriate to perform several tests to determine which value
best suits the type of images evaluated.
If the value of this parameter is 0, the threshold is not applied.
The method we use to determine the quality of an image is the Laplacian operator, which
allows us to obtain a mathematical parameter of image sharpness by studying the edges of
objects. Thus a poorly focused image will have a lower Laplacian value than one in which the
edges are clearly distinguishable.
8. Process by parts: This option allows image processing in parts, intended for very large
images.
9. Window Width: Measurement in pixels of the width of the frame, when processed in parts.
10. Window Height: Measurement in pixels of the frame height, when processed in parts.
11. Overlap Windows: Measured in pixels, when processed in parts.
Example of detection:

5.3.

CROP BEST DETECTED OBJECT TO NEW IMAGE.

This task is used to crop the best object detected in an image, based on the various configurable
criteria.
In the input parameters it is expected:
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1. Input directory, where the images on which the detection is to be performed are located.
2. Output directory, where the detection result will be saved.
3. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
4. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections made by the AI model.
Only detections with a confidence higher than the one set in this parameter will be used for
the rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous
detections in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be
evaluated, this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Copy Images without detection: Copy to the output directory of the images in which no
detection was performed.
2. Number of threads: The number of parallel execution threads.
3. Packet processing size: The number of images that are processed in each parallel thread.
4. Buffer width: Percentage of horizontal enlargement over the detection performed with AI.
The percentage is calculated as a function of the detection width. This is used in the case of
cropping images, in order not to crop to the detection limit and to give a margin.
5. Buffer height: Percentage of vertical magnification on the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection height. This is used in the case of
cropping images, so as not to crop to the detection limit and give a margin.
6. Merge type: type of fusion of overlapping objects of the same class, more details in the
merge section.
7. Merge intersection: Percentage of intersection by which the detections will be merged, more
details in the merge section.
8. Laplacian threshold: Quality threshold for an image to be processed.
This value allows you to filter out-of-focus images.
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The default value is 100, it is appropriate to perform several tests to determine which value
best suits the type of images evaluated.
If the value of this parameter is 0, the threshold is not applied.
The method we use to determine the quality of an image is the Laplacian operator, which
allows us to obtain a mathematical parameter of image sharpness by studying the edges of
objects. Thus a poorly focused image will have a lower Laplacian value than one in which the
edges are clearly distinguishable.
9. Process by parts: This option allows the processing of the image by parts, designed for very
large images.
10. Window Width: Measure in pixels of the width of the frame, when processing by parts.
11. Window Height: Measure in pixels of the height of the frame, when processing by parts.
12. Overlap Value: Measurement in pixels, when processed by parts.
13. Area Weight: Weighting value to be used to determine the best object detected.
14. Score Weight: Weighting value that will be used to determine the best-detected object.

Output example:
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Left image (input), right image (output)

5.4.

DRAW DETECTIONS IN VIDEO.

Job for the detection and contouring of objects detected in a video.
In the input parameters it is expected:
1. Input video file, location of the video on which the detection is to be performed.
2. Output video file, where the detection result will be saved.
3. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
4. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections performed by the AI model.
Only detections with a confidence higher than the one set in this parameter will be used for
the rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous
detections in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be
evaluated, this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
5. Frame detections: This value defines how many frames to process the detections. As this
value increases, the videos will be processed faster because fewer detections will be
performed. For example, if the value is 4, one out of every 4 frames of the input video will be
detected.

In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Parallel factor: The number of execution threads.
2. Frame range: The range of the video over which the detections will be performed, expressed
in minutes and seconds. All means that the entire video will be processed. 1:30 processes the
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entire video from 1 minute and 30 seconds. 1:40-2:30 processes the video in the range of
frames from 1:40 to 2:30, reducing the duration of the output video.
3. Crop video to frame range: Crop video to the defined frame range. If this option is enabled
the output video will be cropped to the frame range selected in the previous parameter. If
this option is not selected, the output video will have the same size as the input video, but
only detections in the selected frame range will be performed.
4. Stroke Size: Percentage of vertical magnification. The percentage is calculated as a function
of the detection height.
5. Buffer width: Percentage of horizontal enlargement over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection width.
6. Buffer height: Percentage of vertical magnification over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection height.

5.5.

BLUR DETECTIONS IN VIDEO.

Task for the detection and blurring of objects detected in a video.
In the input parameters it is expected:
1. Input video file, location of the video on which the detection is to be performed.
2. Output video file, where the detection result will be saved.
3. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
4. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections performed by the AI model.
Only the detections with a confidence higher than the one established in this parameter will
be used for the rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous
detections in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be
evaluated, this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
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5. Blur factor: The blur factor to be used, the higher the number the more blur..

In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Frame detections: This value defines how many frames to process the detections.
2. Parallel factor: The number of execution threads.
3. Frame range: The range of the video over which the detections will be performed, expressed
in minutes and seconds. All means that the entire video will be processed. 1:30 processes the
entire video from 1 minute and 30 seconds. 1:40-2:30 processes the video in the range of
frames from 1:40 to 2:30, reducing the duration of the output video.
4. Crop video to frame range: Crop video to the defined frame range. If this option is enabled
the output video will be cropped to the frame range selected in the previous parameter. If
this option is not selected, the output video will have the same size as the input video, but
only detections in the selected frame range will be performed.
5. Stroke Size: Vertical magnification percentage. The percentage is calculated according to the
detection height.
6. Buffer width: Percentage of horizontal magnification over the detection made with AI. The
percentage is calculated as a function of the detection width.
7. Buffer height: Percentage of vertical magnification on the detection performed with AI. The
percentage is calculated according to the detection height.

5.6.

VECTORIZE DETECTIONS.

This task is used to vectorize objects detected in images.
In the input parameters it is expected:
1. Input directory, where the images to be detected are located.
2. Output directory, where the result of the detection will be saved in SHP format.
3. EPSG Code: The EPSG code of the input images, which will be assigned to the output SHP file.
4. Path of the dmod file, which will be used as a model to perform the detections.
5. Confidence threshold: Accuracy of the detections performed by the AI model.
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Only the detections with a confidence higher than the one established in this parameter will
be used for the rest of the processes.
Accuracy 0, implies that all detections will be evaluated, this may introduce erroneous
detections in the process.
Accuracy very close to 1, implies that only the clearest detections for the model will be
evaluated, this may bias the detections of valid objects.
By default, the value of 0.2 dramatically decreases anomalous detections and allows enough
flexibility to maximize the number of detections.
In the advanced parameters we can configure:
1. Number of threads: The number of parallel threads of execution.
2. Packet processing size: The number of images that are processed in each parallel thread.
3. Merge type: type of merging of overlapping objects of the same class, more details in the
merge section.
4. Merge intersection: Percentage of intersection by which the detections will be merged, more
details in the merge section.
5. Process by parts: This option allows the processing of the image by parts, good for very large
images.
6. Window Width: Measurement in pixels of the width of the frame, when processing by parts.
7. Window Height: Measure in pixels of the height of the frame, when processing by parts.
8. Overlap Windows: Measurement in pixels, when processed in parts.

6. WORKFLOW
In this section, we will detail the workflow of the application to perform detections.
1. Click on the Launch Job button, selecting the appropriate task for each occasion.
2. In the main configuration window:
a. Select the path of the images or video to be evaluated.
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b. Select the output path or file, it is not allowed to use the same input and output path,
since the output images keep the same name as the input images.
c. Select the dmod file to be used in detections.
d. Depending on the type of task we can configure more options.
3. In the advanced configuration window, we will modify the parameters according to our
needs.
4. Click on the Launch Job button.
5. This job will be queued and then processing will begin, provided that automatic queuing is
active.
More information on use cases and video tutorials on the use of each type of task can be found on
the web. https://ai.dielmo.com/resources/

7. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
After execution, the following items can be found in the specified output folder:
7.1.

VALID IMAGES

The result of the detection that has been determined to be valid.
7.2.

NOT FOUND FOLDER

Evaluated images that have not passed a filter (if this option was selected when launching the task)
are copied.
7.3.

FILE: OUTPUT.CSV

This file stores the calculation information in the form of columns for the analysis of the calculations.
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Field

VALUE

COMMENT

DETECTED

Some element has been found in the image and it has been selected. The image will be
found in the root of the output directory.

NOT DETECTED

The Laplacian threshold has not been passed. The image was not evaluated. No
element was found in the image.

status
ERROR

filename

An error occurred while processing the image, such as an invalid image or similar.

Name and path of the original image

confidence

0-1

The selected detection score

original_width

px

Width of the original image

original_height

px

Height of the original image

laplacian

0-inf

Laplacian value of the evaluated image.

detections

0-inf

Number of detected objects on the image

width

px

Width of the cropped image.

height

px

Height of the cropped image.

boxX

px

Initial X pixel of the cropping, as a function of the original image. Takes as the origin of
the image coordinates the upper-left pixel of the original image.

boxY

px

Initial Y pixel of the crop, based on the original image. Takes as the origin of the image
coordinates the upper-left pixel of the original image.

Comments
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8. ANNEX
8.1.

MERGE:

Some types of towers give rise to multiple detections of the same element. The merge application
has been developed to solve these cases.
The merge function allows us to merge detections based on the %INTERSECTION parameter.
The merge function only merges detections of the same class.
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The merged detections will keep the highest score among the detections that have been merged.

8.2.

%INTERSECTION:

Where:
Amin=Detection area minima.
Ai =Intesection área.
Pi=param %intersection
RealPi= Amin/Ai
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If (RealPi >Pi)
True=merge
False=Nomerge
Detection 1

Intersection

H= 5224
W= 1056
A1= 5516544
Detection 2
H=
H= 4202
W= 1056
Ai= 4437312

5445
W= 1529
A2= 8325405
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Where:
Amin= A1= 5516544
Ai= 4437312
RealPi= 0,804364471669219
If (RealPi >Pi)
Caso 1:
Pi=0.7
True= Detections will be merged
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Caso 2:
Pi=0.8
False= Detections are not merged
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